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Gardening is now the favorite leisure pastime in America. Homeowners are realizing the health
benefits derived from gardening and the increase in their home's property value.Book retailers
are well aware that the trend in gardening books is to regional titles that provide credible
information on the plants that perform well in specific regions."Month-by-Month Gardening in
Wisconsin" is written for Wisconsin gardeners who want to know how to properly care for their
gardens and the correct timing for successful results. Each chapter is comprised of monthly
plant-specific information. This book covers landscape and vegetable gardens and is
appropriate for beginning to intermediate gardeners.

About the AuthorMyers is a nature and gardening writer whose specialty is attracting wildlife,
especially birds, to the garden. She contributes regularly to the magazine Birds and Blooms, and
lectures widely on creating gardens that please both human and avian visitors. She is also a
teacher and consultant, with over 20 years of experience in the field of horticulture.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. Pages 13 - 366 are not
included in this sample.         Pages 376 - 377 are not included in this sample.

Midwest Fruit & Vegetable Gardening: Plant, Grow, and Harvest the Best Edibles - Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, ... (Fruit & Vegetable Gardening Guides)
Minnesota & Wisconsin Month-by-Month Gardening: What to Do Each Month to Have A
Beautiful Garden All Year Landscaping with Native Plants of Wisconsin Guide to Illinois
Vegetable Gardening (Vegetable Gardening Guides)
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Wisconsin Mom, “good. I am new to the Dakota area and was really looking for a book to tell me
what I can and can't plant up here. I do not know this climate. It was good, but never got to
exactly what I wanted. It only tells you a few plants you can use in the flower beds, not as many
options as I expected to be listed in the book. We ended up buying a different book that offered
a listing of all flowers, and then when to plant.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love my friend Melinda, and her books.. Melinda is a friend from way
back, and I like her Wisconsin books.”

somadc123, “Useful Information. There is a lot of useful information in this book. I love the idea
of getting tips for gardening in our state at specific times of the year. This book has answered
many of my questions. The only thing I don't like is having to flip through pages since you are
often referred to different chapters.  Overall I highly recommend this book.”

Lori O., “Valuable Gardening Aid. Bought this book for my daughter who is new to gardening.”

RaeAnne, “Useful information. Good for basic information. I give this book as a housewarming
gift to a new homeowners and novice gardeners who are excited about having their own
gardens.”

Ginger, “Four Stars. Good advice for most all types of gardening”

MRI3221, “Well organized and very informative!. Wanted this book for a long time and am
excited to start gardening this spring!”

Laura Rogers, “great prices!. lucky to find books of this quality. Just moved to the Dakotas and
this will help!  great prices!”

The book by Melinda Myers has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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